MELT LOGISTICS®

INCOE® – Your partner

for the melt logistics inside your mold

INjection COntrol Engineering
Our name is our commitment – for our customers worldwide
Company
Global presence:
5 production sites in key regions
On-site service:
Network of professionals serving 45 countries
Cross-continental:
Support for global projects managed on several continents
The original:
Privately owned pioneer in hot runner technology for more than 60 years

Service
Comprehensive project support:
From the idea, to the tryout, to full production
Operational assistance:
Production support, spare-parts service, on-site service
Information and communication:
System design, simulation, project consultation, training
Online:
CAD data and technical documentation over the internet

Product
Global:
The same components, spares, materials and guarantee worldwide
Comprehensive:
System solutions for virtually all markets and applications
Efficient:
Customized solutions using modular components with a small range of spare parts
Reliable:
Simple installation and operation, robust design, high level of operational reliability

Your partner for the melt logistics inside your mold
High part quality and production efficiency
thanks to our product – your “melt logistics manager” – in the mold
The way in which the mold cavity is filled has a decisive impact on the quality of the resulting part. A prior condition for optimal filling is
that each gate is supplied with the ideal quantity of melt: the correct amount of melt at the right temperature, pressure and velocity flows
into the cavity. The hot runner system has to ensure this kind of melt logistic between machine nozzle and the specified injection points,
individually for each mold. INCOE solves this issue with customer convenience in mind by using a standard modular system developed
over decades, which guarantees an optimal design for nearly every mold and process.

Job description
Title:

Melt logistics manager

Task:

-

Location:

Between nozzle and cavity

Profile:

- Robust / resilient
- Simple / comprehensible
- Reliable / sustainable

Objectives:

- Stable, economic injection molding process
- Production of high-quality plastic parts

Deliver the right quantity
At the right time
Unchanged and undamaged
To the right place
Economically

INCOE flow control technologies for optimum melt logistics
Direct-Flo™

Valve Gate

Balancing the flow channels, taking
into account an optimum supply of
melt to the gates with the lowest
possible pressure loss and the best
possible melt exchange inside the
runner.

Valve gate technology for
mechanical opening and closing of
hot runner nozzles in order to
manage the start and end of the
melt flow into the mold cavity.

SoftGate®

Opti-Flo®

Robust, straightforward control of the
valve pin opening without additional
controller for gentle injection on
sensitive carrier material, for optimum
surfaces and more.

Homogenization of melt quality due
to melt rotation. Balancing errors
due to a high shear rate are
minimized, resulting in an equal fill
of all cavities.

INCOE® Corporation USA
2850 High Meadow Circle
Auburn Hills, MI 48326, USA
T: +1 (248) 616-0220
F: +1 (248) 616-0225
info@incoe.com

INCOE® International Europe
Carl-Zeiss-Straße 33
63322 Rödermark, Germany
T: +49 (0) 6074 8907 - 0
F: +49 (0) 6074 8907 - 310
info@incoe.de

INCOE® China
INCOE® Hotrunners (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

1069 Xuanzhen East Road, Building 1
Xuanqiao Town
Pudong New District
Shanghai 201314, China
T: +86 (21) 6863-9988
F: +86 (21) 5818-6303
info@incoe.cn

INCOE® Hotrunners (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Dongguan Branch Office

Room B, 5/F, Hao Yun Building
West Dezheng Road
Changan Town, Dongguan
Guangdong, China
T: +86 (769) 8535-5881
F: +86 (769) 8542-2998
info.dg@incoe.cn

INCOE® (H.K.) Ltd.

2120 Leighton Centre
77 Leighton Road, Causeway Bay
Hong Kong
T: + 852 2790-8840
F: + 852 2790-8411
info.hk@incoe.cn

INCOE® Mexico, S de RL de CV

Lateral Carr Mex-Qro km 201+100
Parq Ind Advance Conin Naves 34&36
CP 76240 El Marqués, Queretaro
T: +52 (442) 348-1621
incoemexico@incoe.com

INCOE® International Brasil, Ltda.
Rua Eugenio Ulhano, 335
Jardim Virginia
Itatiba, SP 13257-480, Brasil
T: +55 (11) 4538-2445
F: +55 (11) 4524-5690
incoebrasil@incoe.com.br

INCOE® Singapore Pte Ltd.

8, Boon Lay Way #04-07
Trade Hub 21, 609964 Singapore
T: + 65 (6) 515-5300
F: + 65 (6) 861-1163
support@incoesing.com
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